
Carleton Condominium
Corporation 423

Rideau Gate

Association condominiale
Carleton no 423 Rideau Gate

Board of Directors Meeting and Owners Forum
February 18, 2021

In attendance: President: Bruce Miller (PH6)
Vice President: Kathy Stiles (406)
Vice President: Rudy Vandenbelt (PH4)   
Treasurer: Philip Stone (210)
Secretary: Patricia Skinner (409)
Property Manager: Anne Makuch

1. Owners Forum

A record of the discussion at the Owners Forum is at the end of these Minutes.

2. Call to order: 6:35 pm

3. Approval/additions to the Agenda:

The agenda as provided was approved.

4. Approval of minutes:

The minutes for the Board of Directors meeting on Jan. 14/21 were approved.
Moved: Philip Stone
Second: Rudy Vandenbelt
Carried

5. Confirmation of e-votes:

None

6. Confirmation of Decisions:

The BOD decided to reinvest a GIC for a 1 year term.
Moved: Philip Stone
Second: Kathy Stiles
Carried

7. Financial Report (provided by the Treasurer, Philip Stone)

A difficult year is behind us with the pandemic impacting every aspect of the
economy and our lives. The strong initial economic recovery in the mid part of 2020 has
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lost some momentum in the last few months of 2020 as Covid-19 cases rebounded and
containment measures were re-imposed. The pandemic continues its ravage on
persons and businesses; these are the main factors that continue to impact the
economic context of residents at RG.

As of December 2020, the CPI reported by Statscan was 0.7% marginally higher
compared to the same month a year earlier. With the economy showing slow growth in
the late quarter of 2020 overall for the year 2020 real GDP was down 5.3% compared
with the fourth quarter of 2019. Given uncertain economic times, the BOC prime interest
rate continues very low at 2.4%. Trade data are also being impacted by the global
pandemic with developments with both Canadian exports and imports trending down
reflecting especially market developments in the USA - Canada’s most important trade
partner.

A February Statscan report for employment, cast further doubt about the
robustness of Canada's economic rebound with some 213,000 job losses in December
reflected in an increase in the unemployment rate up at 9.3%; however, Ottawa was
shielded somewhat as the unemployment rate was unchanged in the December
Statscan report with persons employed marginally higher - a positive sign locally. The
job losses nationally occurred primarily in the services/retail sectors where pandemic
lockdowns have thrust people onto the unemployment lists as retail lockdowns forced
more businesses to close their doors across the country.

In terms of RG financial matters, the budget preparation exercise has begun -
sifting through the monthly data in the ledger accounts and updating key expenditures.
It is too soon to announce any developments for condo fees going forward into the next
FY starting in May, as not all the major expenditure items have been updated. Moreover
the BOD have yet to discuss options going forward.

Reviewing the operations budget account, water and hydro expenses are up
measured against the budget, but this could even out during the latter third of the fiscal
year. In terms of contracts, charges for elevator maintenance are above expectations
reflecting various issues experienced in the year; both janitorial and snow clearing
expenses are tracking budget expectations. In the general repairs and maintenance
area, expenditures are higher than expected due to the extra work required to ensure
the building is safe during this COVID19 pandemic. Administrative charges with the
exception of office supplies are in line with the 20-21 budget. An explanation is sought
about the large increase in office supplies. Regarding Accounts Receivable, there
remains an outstanding amount of some $350 that is beyond 90 days to be collected.

No major reserve fund expenditures are expected before spring when the Atwill
contract resumes. In the 20-21 fiscal year, the RF has sufficient fluidity to handle the
ongoing Atwill refurbishments. An investment with Edward Jones is due in February and
a decision was taken regarding a rollover action.

For BOD only - Philip noted that his figures are similar to CIs.  Some items he thought
were over-budget were corrected with accruals and new information coming in.
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Anne was asked if the amount owning from Unit 107 is being collected from the
previous owner – she will with CI accounting.
Philip also noted that since Atwill is not working this winter, the Reserve Fund is in good
shape for this year, and will carry a surplus as far forward as 22/23.
Re the upcoming podium work, the work on 102 will help guide us towards what costs to
expect.  Starting in 22/23 we’ll have to be very careful with RF expenditures.  While the
podium work was planned to span two years, Philip is concerned we don’t have enough
to cover any increase in cost, though Rudy believes the work will actually be less than
anticipated.  Philip notes that we may not have enough ‘pad’ for an emergency repair.

The Financial report was accepted.
Moved: Philip Stone
Second: Kathy Stiles
Carried

8. Management Report:

Window & Patio Door Repair:
The BOD noted that Verdun has repaired PH6 window and patio door, and the

patio doors for PH3 and PH4. However, there are issues with the mullions between the
windows of units 103 and 205, so Verdun will have to come back in the spring.

Reference Material for new owners:
The BOD asked Anne/CI to verify what documents are given to new owners, as it

appears they are not receiving the handbook was being given.  Kathy also noted that
the handbook is not up to date and new policies needed to be added.

9. Issues to Discuss:

For BOD only - Review of Budget 21-22:
Change to contracting – waste bin winching added, but cost may be less than indicated
Lighting / sconces – should be able to manage this fiscal year
General repair – keeping high as a catch-all to take care of unknowns
Insurance - may be even higher than estimated.  Anne has seen 20% jumps.  Policy
expires 25th April, so should have renewal info mid-March
The draft budget will be given to Anne so CI can provide their input.  CI will need a week
to prepare the budget documents to send to owners by the end of March.  Legally it has
to be circulated two weeks before the end of fiscal.
Philip has allowed for a 3% increase in fees, so an internal discussion is needed on
whether we’ll propose 2.5% or 3%.  Bruce asks if we will allow owners to comment on
the budget before we pass it.  Kathy reminds the BOD that there’s usually a forum
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before the budget is finalised, and then a presentation at the start of the fiscal year.
Most BOD members would prefer a 2.5% increase rather than 3%.
BOD agrees to plan for an Owners’ Forum in March to inform the Owners and receive
their comments

Lighting:
1)  Sconces – The cost to rewire to get rid of the ballast is approximately $3,000.,

but this would allow us to use more energy efficient bulbs.  Will need to check if a Hydro
inspector needs to certify the work.

2)  Exterior entry lights – 8 of the 10 are working. It’s unclear if all bulbs were
replaced, so Kathy and Geoff will check.  If new bulbs don’t work on the 959 side there
may be a water infiltration issue, requiring an electrician.

3)  Garden area – Bulbs are out, and some of the security lights dim and not
aimed properly.  This will be dealt with in the Spring.

4)  Garage door light – an electrician will be called to repair.

5)  Exit signs – The new ‘green’ version of exit signs will be used for the 2 that
aren’t working.  Need to determine if all should be replaced at once to save the cost of
an electrician, or just as needed.

6) Tubes – CI will purchase a box of 48” LED tubes so Enorck can replace the 7
that are out, and have some left over.

The BOD asked CI to be more proactive in making sure bulbs are replaced as
soon as they go out.

Security:
1)  Timing of front door lock – recently two people accessed the building during

the day.  The BOD discussed changing the time the front doors are locking to 6:00pm to
5:00am.  A notice will be sent to residents on building security and the new times.

2)  Cameras – The BOD discussed adding more security cameras.  Discussion
included hallways to courtyard and garage area.  Our system will only allow one more
camera.  The decision was to install one near the 959 garbage area.

The BOD decided to purchase another camera to increase security coverage:
Moved:  Kathy Stiles
Second:  Patricia Skinner
Carried
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Electric Vehicles:
The BOD discussed the need to prepare for the increased use of electric vehicles

since the technology has changed since we last looked at it.  Rudy reports that there
are now systems that are ideally designed to work with condos, and suppliers will work
with Boards to install and manage them.  He suggests that we seek two proposals to
provide vehicle charging so that we aren’t caught off guard.  An option is to have a
system managed by the installer where owners pay for individual connections and use.
The BOD agrees that the owners must be engaged, in part to make sure we aren’t
spending on something that no-one will use in the next 10 years.  Anne/CI will check
with the auditor if this would be a Reserve Fund expense since we are adding to the
assets of the CCC.  The BOD will revisit this issue in about 6 months, once the brick,
balcony and concrete work is complete.

Pet Rule:
The BOD discussed whether the rule re carrying pets should be modified, and

decided that no action is needed at this time.

10. Review of Issues Document / Action List:

The BOD will follow up with CI via email.

11. New Business:

COVID Screening:
Anne/CI will get more info on how the new rules re screening on non-residents

might work.

12. Date of next meeting:

The next Board of Directors meeting will include a virtual Owners Forum to
present the budget.  The meeting will be on March 25, with the Owners Forum starting
at 6:00pm, and the BOD meeting at 6:30pm.

13. Adjournment:

The meeting was adjourned at 9:00 pm.

Patricia Skinner, Secretary Bruce Miller, President
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Owners Forum

Bruce thanked all present (virtually), and introduced the BOD.  He brought all up to date
on the work anticipated in the garage, noting that it was delayed due to COVID
shutdowns.  It’s hoped that work will begin in the garage and on the exterior (brick &
balconies) by late spring but this will depend on COVID restrictions.
A few owners noted there have been problems with using a key to open garage man
door from exterior.  It was suggested that the application of WD40 would allow a key to
turn more easily, though an owner advised that graphite works better.
An owner asked that the mask signs be changed to reflect that masks are compulsory,
not just recommended.  This will be done asap.
An owner asked for an update to the budget, remarking that the cost of snow clearing
was high.  Bruce explained that under the contract we pay extra for snow removal after
100 in., and that the removal companies count all precipitation as ‘snow’.  An owner
questioned if they will have the opportunity to review the budget before it’s passed.
Bruce confirms that the budget will be provided to owners before it’s finalised.
The BOD was asked who is responsible for cleaning by the recycling bins as there’s
often garbage and items on the ground around the bins. It was also noted that the
recycling wasn’t taken away this week, however this was due to Family Day, so all pick
ups are pushed back by one day.
An owner asked what the schedule is to replace the burnt-out light bulbs, stating that
this should be happening on a regular basis.  In addition, today the 969 elevator lights
are out.  The owner finds it hard to understand why this routine work is not done.  Bruce
commits to speak to CI, and to provide CI with a list of bulbs needing replacement.
Anne/CI says the elevator company was called to replace those bulbs.
An owner reported that the exterior doors are not locking automatically when they’re
supposed to.  Another owner did not realise there was a code, stating they were not
given the information, and it’s not in the handbook. Bruce provides the codes and
confirms that the key will always work.
The owner also mentioned that she was not told how to use the entry system.  In
addition, she is having difficulty programming  a universal remote for the garage door.
Anne/CI is asked to find out which units work and Rudy offers to send an email of one
option, though warns the programming instructions are only available on-line.
A few owners asked that the handbook be updated. Bruce replied that the BOD is
aware it’s out of date and that this is a problem.
The Owners Forum ended 6:30pm
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